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on cover and title page house committees of the whole house general committees and select
committees the practical commentary on matthew s gospel is written for pastoral co workers and
for the faithful it is a solid help for a better deeper and profounder understanding of biblical teaching
and it will help to preach the good news more convincingly always and everywhere the conception of
this commentary follows the principle of lectio divina in five steps cf pope benedict xvi verbum domini
the word of the lord no 87 to read the word of god meditate reflect on it pray with it and internalize
it as well as live out the biblical message in doing so the christian lifestyle will be inspired biblically
der praxisorientierte kommentar zum matth�usevangelium bietet seelsorgern und engagierten laien eine
solide handreichung f�r ein besseres vertieftes schriftverst�ndnis und f�r eine glaubw�rdige
verk�ndigung im hier und heute in der liturgie schule oder privat zu hause der aufbau des kommentars
folgt dem prinzip der lectio divina vgl papst benedikt xvi verbum domini nr 87 oder in den worten von
papst franziskus ausgedr�ckt contemplativa in actione so st�tzt die abfolge von lekt�re meditation
gebet und verinnerlichung die motivation zu wirklich alltagsver�ndernden handlungsweisen zu finden auf
diese weise wird die verk�ndigung des evangeliums einfacher tief und ausstrahlend papst franziskus am
25 september 2013 his instrumental role in the creation of liberation magazine in 1956 launched him
onto the national stage writing regular essays for the influential radical monthly on the arms race
and the civil rights movement he became in abbie hoffman s words the father of the antiwar movement
and the architect of the 1968 demonstrations in chicago he remained active in anti war causes until
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his death on may 25 2004 at age 88 an attempt to cover all aspects of children s make believe the
authors examine how imaginative play begins and develops and provide examples and evidence on the
young child s invocation of imaginary friends the adolescent s daring games and the adult s private
imagery and inner thought jir� dvor���k examines the usage of the messianic title son of david in
matthew s gospel against the background of contemporary jewish ideas focusing especially on how
the solomon as exorcist tradition shaped matthew s final portrait of jesus as the healing messiah
charles haddon spurgeon the prince of preachers composed and polished the treasury of david over the
span of nearly half his ministry this incomparable commentary and omnibus on the psalms has been prized
by christians ever since spurgeon s own commentary on every verse of the psalms is extremely
insightful and by itself it quite rich in the treasury of davidyou will also find a wealth of
illuminating extracts and quotes from hundreds of commentators contemporaries of spurgeon as well
as the great puritan expositors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries homiletical hints on
almost every verse concise sermon outlines provocative seed thoughts as well as useful
bibliographies and an index of authors offer practical help for preaching and teaching whether you are
teaching on the psalms studying them for personal devotions or simply intrigued by the writings of
spurgeon you ll enjoy this splendid classic charles haddon spurgeon served for thirty years as
preacher and pastor of london s six thousand seat metropolitan tabernacle which his growing
congregation opened in 1861 his writings including thousands of sermons are still popular with
pastors and devotional readers this volume on hume s politics brings together essays that have been
formative of the scholarly and more general debate about hume s political thought unlike many
theorists who express their thought in terms of system hume uses the incidental genre of the essay as
the vehicle for his writing and his mode of presentation is a reflection indeed an expression of his belief
in the limited power of reason to give any over all shape to human life hume s politics are
particularly suited for discussion of a wide range of view points the possibilities of seeing in hume
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both the conservative and the liberal are pursued along with hume s sophisticated analysis of party
politics his acute and pioneering theorisation of perhaps the most central issue for 18th century
political observers that of commerce and politics is brought out in the context of his ideas of the
international order his fundamental theory of justice is discussed in its connection with law property
and government facsimile reprint by higginson book company addresses the issue of the precarious
nature of davidic sonship in the gospel of mark revision of the author s thesis doctoral university of
aberdeen 2005 hume s political discourses 1752 won immediate acclaim and positioned him as an
authoritative figure on the subject of political economy this volume of thirteen new essays
definitively establishes the central place of political economy in hume s intellectual endeavor as well
as the profound and far reaching influence of his theories on enlightenment discourse and practice a
major strength of this collection is that the contributors come from a diverse set of fields
philosophy economics political science history and literature this promotes a comprehensive reading of
hume s political economy taking into account his entire set of writings and correspondence in a way
that captures his polymathic genius hume s analyses of trade and commerce not only delve into the
institutions of money and markets but also human agency the role of reason and the passions manners
and social mores hume sought general principles but also concrete applications whether he grappled
with the problem of economic development scotland and ireland with the debates on luxury
consumption france or with the mounting public debt england this book is a key resource for students
and researchers in the areas of economic and political philosophy history of economic and political
theory and the history of ideas david hume s political theory brings together hume s diverse writings
on law and government collected and examined with a view to revealing the philosopher s coherent
and persuasive theory of politics with the election of donald trump on november 8 2016 americans
experienced a sense of relief and joy knowing they could again participate in a vibrant business
environment that offers them the power of self determination and the freedom to pursue their life goals
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and live according to their faith unencumbered by political correctness and the stifling ideology of
creeping socialism for the last fifty or so years the dark side left have though academia the
entertainment industry deep state bureaucrats and the liberal big media successfully been undoing the
centuries old institutions of free market economies which has created unprecedented wealth the world
over in its place the dark side left have been molding these institutions to reflect their warped
ideology of a new socialist world order with no boarder and based on a marxist progressive left
utopia an oxymoron if there ever is one the long term strategy for achieving their transition relies on
undermining the economic engine by enacting burdensome big government regulations by imposing political
correctness and identity politics into our daily conversations social interactions and norms and
finally by attacking one s religious faith and values the dark side left s long march through the
culture has resulted in the indoctrination of each new generation using the direct influence of
academia movies and television programs the daily news coverage and government policy miraculously
as if by divine intervention after just one year of his presidency donald trump has managed to force
into the open this sinister plot by the dark side left with the world now acutely aware of the serious
bias of the liberal big media the corruption present at the senior levels of the intelligence branches left
behind by the obama administration the serious extent of liberal bias in academia and their effort to
restrict free speech and the self interest of lawmakers seeking self enrichment from washington s swamp
dwelling domestic and foreign lobbyists with his unwavering commitment to work on behalf of the
american people trump has almost single handedly inflicted journalists and the political elites with
varying degrees of trump derangement syndrome and exposing their warped self serving values resulting
in them becoming almost totally incapable of providing unbiased insightful political arguments on
current issues for their audience because of president trump the world is witnessing the excruciating
collapse of the dark side left and the washington swamp his ability to navigate through the minefields
laid by the bipartisan swamp and the liberal big media can only be answered through our faith in god
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who in all his wisdom has chosen this man to save free market countries and its people from the evils
of the dark side left and their elitist minions 2003 marked the 100th anniversary of the founding of
hershey pa this book details over five thousand relations of milton hershey most of them from the
central pennsylvania region this volume is 563 pages indexed add 4 50 for s h via media mail title the
relations of milton snavely hershey format softcover perfect binding with black and white photos 8 1
2 by 11 author lawrence berger knorr mba ccp publisher sunbury press contents ancestry of milton
hershey 1857 1945 including numerous swiss ancestors from the 1500 s and 1600 s photos of
milton hershey and relations the strange death of david ober in the b o train wreck at republic ohio jan
4 1887 photos of hackman family members including andrew baer hackman descendents of hans stouffer
circa 1500 which includes family pages of the stauffer hershey ober shank hackman hostetter allied
families 1734 listings descendents of georg weber circa 1578 which includes family pages of the weber
herr baumann kendig barr meyer mumma brubaker snavely allied families 577 listings kinship report of
milton hershey including over 5000 relations family names mentioned at least 5 times adams agnew
aguirre allen alter amidon annett arnold arthur augsburger baer baker ball balsbaugh bar barkey
barner barnett barr barth bassler bateman bauman baumgartner beachy bear begg bender betzner bitner
bolender bollinger bomberger borton bowers bowman brackbill brechbill breneman brenneman briggs
bright brooks brown brubacher brubaker brunk bucher buckwalter burkholder burns byers campbell
cartier choflet collard collingsworth cook cooley cooper coughen crouthamel cruce dafoe daman
damiant davis deihl delgado denlinger depalmo devlin diehl duncan dunham dupuy eberly ebersole eby
eicher eagle erb erisman ernst eshelman evans everett eyer farner fink forsythe fox frantz freshley
frost gardner gates gearhart gehman george gingrich glancey glick good goodhart gordley goring
grace graeff groff grove gruen guthrie hackman hahn hall hamilton hardgrove hardy harmon harnish
harrington harter hartigan hawk haynes heestand heimbach hendrix herr hershey hertzler hess hewes high
higley hinton hippensteel hofer hoffman hoffstetter hollinger hoover horning horst hostetter huber
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hubert hursh hurst imler isaacs jackson johnson jones kauffman kendig kettering kibler kilmer kinzer
kitchen knupp krause kreider kundig kurtz landis lane langsdale lapp lefever lefevre legron lehman lesher
level lichty light line livengod long longenecker loose martig martin mayer mccarrin mcdowell mcleod
mercer metzler meyer miller mitten mohler mohr moore mornhengwieg morris mosemann mountz moyer
mumma mummah murison murphy murray musser myers neff newcomer newswanger mickey nigh nissley nolt
ober oberholtzer oliver orsbirn osborn pancake patterson peachey pearsol penner pennock peters
pfaltzgraff pifer pike planchock porter powell ranck randall ray raymer reese reiff reist reiter rhoads
richardson risser ritter robertson rockwell rodgers rohrer royer rudy schell schenk schnebele
schuyler scott seibert sensenig sharick sharpe sheaffer shelly shenk sherk shirk shore shultz skiles
smith snavely sneltzer snyder stambaugh stauffer stevens stoffer stouffer strickler stroup stuart
stutt summers summy swartzendruber sweigart thomas tritt trump tyner wall walsh wanner ward
weaver webb weber wenger westover white wiancko wideman williams wissler witmer witwer wolf
woods wyss yoder zeiset zimmerman all told over 5 000 relations are mentioned including a
substantial kinship report and complete index many of the prominent mennonite families of lancaster
lebanon dauphin counties are represented this is a wonderful pennsylvania dutch genealogy h daniel
zacharias presents a literary critical analysis of the gospel of matthew and its interaction with
davidic tradition and use of davidic typology throughout the narrative the evangelist makes
pervasive use of davidic tradition from the old testament in his portrayal of jesus this begins from the
first verse and the declaration that jesus is the son of david and culminates in jesus usage of psalm
22 s davidic lament on the cross davidic material is present throughout matthew in allusion in
specific citations in thematic material in addition matthew makes use of davidic typology numerous
times with david as type and jesus as anti type zacharias shows how the use of davidic material
presents to the reader a scripturally grounded redefinition of what it means for jesus to be the son of
david not as a violent militant leader as some expected but as a physical descendant of david a
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healing shepherd and a humble king within the gospel matthew utilizes davidic typology to show how
the son of david even has similar experiences as his royal predecessor even david s own words from the
psalms are utilized as testimony to the legitimacy of jesus as the davidic messiah please note this is a
companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 my father a chemist decided to start
an ma business in the basement of our house in demarest new jersey it was a difficult business and he
was paid mostly on contingency he eventually moved the business out of the house and it became
successful 2 i majored in government at cornell university but became more interested in economics
after i interned at the office of economic analysis at the sec in washington i wrote my thesis on the
cyclical regulation of the u s airline industry 3 i began working at dlj in 1991 i did not understand
the culture of the company and i spent weeks researching a company before meeting with the executives
to discuss the opportunity i would not know the answers to any of peter s questions after a couple
of years 4 i made the initial business plan on a napkin with jeff keswin i would be the portfolio manager
while he would be the marketer and business partner i did not know where i would raise the initial
capital but i thought we could start with 10 million my parents invested 500 000 indexes over 270
000 scientists both living and dead whose names appeared in the first through the fourteenth editions
1906 1979 entries refer to editions and sections
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Sessional Returns 2012-09-14

on cover and title page house committees of the whole house general committees and select
committees

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Navy and Reserve Officers on Active Duty 1977

the practical commentary on matthew s gospel is written for pastoral co workers and for the
faithful it is a solid help for a better deeper and profounder understanding of biblical teaching and it
will help to preach the good news more convincingly always and everywhere the conception of this
commentary follows the principle of lectio divina in five steps cf pope benedict xvi verbum domini the
word of the lord no 87 to read the word of god meditate reflect on it pray with it and internalize it
as well as live out the biblical message in doing so the christian lifestyle will be inspired biblically der
praxisorientierte kommentar zum matth�usevangelium bietet seelsorgern und engagierten laien eine
solide handreichung f�r ein besseres vertieftes schriftverst�ndnis und f�r eine glaubw�rdige
verk�ndigung im hier und heute in der liturgie schule oder privat zu hause der aufbau des kommentars
folgt dem prinzip der lectio divina vgl papst benedikt xvi verbum domini nr 87 oder in den worten von
papst franziskus ausgedr�ckt contemplativa in actione so st�tzt die abfolge von lekt�re meditation
gebet und verinnerlichung die motivation zu wirklich alltagsver�ndernden handlungsweisen zu finden auf
diese weise wird die verk�ndigung des evangeliums einfacher tief und ausstrahlend papst franziskus am
25 september 2013
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Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Naval Reserve 1931

his instrumental role in the creation of liberation magazine in 1956 launched him onto the national
stage writing regular essays for the influential radical monthly on the arms race and the civil rights
movement he became in abbie hoffman s words the father of the antiwar movement and the architect of
the 1968 demonstrations in chicago he remained active in anti war causes until his death on may 25
2004 at age 88

Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Navy and Marine Corps and Reserve Officers on Active Duty
1984

an attempt to cover all aspects of children s make believe the authors examine how imaginative play
begins and develops and provide examples and evidence on the young child s invocation of imaginary
friends the adolescent s daring games and the adult s private imagery and inner thought

Public Documents of the State of Wisconsin 1863

jir� dvor���k examines the usage of the messianic title son of david in matthew s gospel against the
background of contemporary jewish ideas focusing especially on how the solomon as exorcist
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tradition shaped matthew s final portrait of jesus as the healing messiah

Two Centuries of Kemmerer Family History 1929

charles haddon spurgeon the prince of preachers composed and polished the treasury of david over the
span of nearly half his ministry this incomparable commentary and omnibus on the psalms has been prized
by christians ever since spurgeon s own commentary on every verse of the psalms is extremely
insightful and by itself it quite rich in the treasury of davidyou will also find a wealth of
illuminating extracts and quotes from hundreds of commentators contemporaries of spurgeon as well
as the great puritan expositors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries homiletical hints on
almost every verse concise sermon outlines provocative seed thoughts as well as useful
bibliographies and an index of authors offer practical help for preaching and teaching whether you are
teaching on the psalms studying them for personal devotions or simply intrigued by the writings of
spurgeon you ll enjoy this splendid classic charles haddon spurgeon served for thirty years as
preacher and pastor of london s six thousand seat metropolitan tabernacle which his growing
congregation opened in 1861 his writings including thousands of sermons are still popular with
pastors and devotional readers

U.S. Army Register 1961

this volume on hume s politics brings together essays that have been formative of the scholarly and
more general debate about hume s political thought unlike many theorists who express their thought
in terms of system hume uses the incidental genre of the essay as the vehicle for his writing and his mode
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of presentation is a reflection indeed an expression of his belief in the limited power of reason to give
any over all shape to human life hume s politics are particularly suited for discussion of a wide range
of view points the possibilities of seeing in hume both the conservative and the liberal are pursued
along with hume s sophisticated analysis of party politics his acute and pioneering theorisation of
perhaps the most central issue for 18th century political observers that of commerce and politics is
brought out in the context of his ideas of the international order his fundamental theory of justice is
discussed in its connection with law property and government

THE GOOD NEWS OF JESUS CHRIST, THE SON OF DAVID AND
ABRAHAM, ACCORDING TO MATTHEW 2014-04-24

facsimile reprint by higginson book company

David Dellinger 2006-05

addresses the issue of the precarious nature of davidic sonship in the gospel of mark

The House of Make-Believe 2009-06-30

revision of the author s thesis doctoral university of aberdeen 2005
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The Son of David in Matthew's Gospel in the Light of the Solomon
as Exorcist Tradition 2016-05-30

hume s political discourses 1752 won immediate acclaim and positioned him as an authoritative figure
on the subject of political economy this volume of thirteen new essays definitively establishes the
central place of political economy in hume s intellectual endeavor as well as the profound and far
reaching influence of his theories on enlightenment discourse and practice a major strength of this
collection is that the contributors come from a diverse set of fields philosophy economics political
science history and literature this promotes a comprehensive reading of hume s political economy
taking into account his entire set of writings and correspondence in a way that captures his
polymathic genius hume s analyses of trade and commerce not only delve into the institutions of
money and markets but also human agency the role of reason and the passions manners and social
mores hume sought general principles but also concrete applications whether he grappled with the
problem of economic development scotland and ireland with the debates on luxury consumption france
or with the mounting public debt england this book is a key resource for students and researchers in
the areas of economic and political philosophy history of economic and political theory and the
history of ideas

The Treasury of David 1990

david hume s political theory brings together hume s diverse writings on law and government collected
and examined with a view to revealing the philosopher s coherent and persuasive theory of politics
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David Hume 2017-05-15

with the election of donald trump on november 8 2016 americans experienced a sense of relief and joy
knowing they could again participate in a vibrant business environment that offers them the power of
self determination and the freedom to pursue their life goals and live according to their faith
unencumbered by political correctness and the stifling ideology of creeping socialism for the last fifty
or so years the dark side left have though academia the entertainment industry deep state
bureaucrats and the liberal big media successfully been undoing the centuries old institutions of free
market economies which has created unprecedented wealth the world over in its place the dark side left
have been molding these institutions to reflect their warped ideology of a new socialist world order
with no boarder and based on a marxist progressive left utopia an oxymoron if there ever is one the
long term strategy for achieving their transition relies on undermining the economic engine by enacting
burdensome big government regulations by imposing political correctness and identity politics into our
daily conversations social interactions and norms and finally by attacking one s religious faith and
values the dark side left s long march through the culture has resulted in the indoctrination of each
new generation using the direct influence of academia movies and television programs the daily news
coverage and government policy miraculously as if by divine intervention after just one year of his
presidency donald trump has managed to force into the open this sinister plot by the dark side left
with the world now acutely aware of the serious bias of the liberal big media the corruption present
at the senior levels of the intelligence branches left behind by the obama administration the serious
extent of liberal bias in academia and their effort to restrict free speech and the self interest of
lawmakers seeking self enrichment from washington s swamp dwelling domestic and foreign lobbyists
with his unwavering commitment to work on behalf of the american people trump has almost single
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handedly inflicted journalists and the political elites with varying degrees of trump derangement
syndrome and exposing their warped self serving values resulting in them becoming almost totally
incapable of providing unbiased insightful political arguments on current issues for their audience
because of president trump the world is witnessing the excruciating collapse of the dark side left and
the washington swamp his ability to navigate through the minefields laid by the bipartisan swamp and
the liberal big media can only be answered through our faith in god who in all his wisdom has chosen
this man to save free market countries and its people from the evils of the dark side left and their
elitist minions

Boston Directory 1864

2003 marked the 100th anniversary of the founding of hershey pa this book details over five
thousand relations of milton hershey most of them from the central pennsylvania region this volume is
563 pages indexed add 4 50 for s h via media mail title the relations of milton snavely hershey format
softcover perfect binding with black and white photos 8 1 2 by 11 author lawrence berger knorr mba
ccp publisher sunbury press contents ancestry of milton hershey 1857 1945 including numerous swiss
ancestors from the 1500 s and 1600 s photos of milton hershey and relations the strange death of
david ober in the b o train wreck at republic ohio jan 4 1887 photos of hackman family members
including andrew baer hackman descendents of hans stouffer circa 1500 which includes family pages of
the stauffer hershey ober shank hackman hostetter allied families 1734 listings descendents of georg
weber circa 1578 which includes family pages of the weber herr baumann kendig barr meyer mumma
brubaker snavely allied families 577 listings kinship report of milton hershey including over 5000
relations family names mentioned at least 5 times adams agnew aguirre allen alter amidon annett
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arnold arthur augsburger baer baker ball balsbaugh bar barkey barner barnett barr barth bassler
bateman bauman baumgartner beachy bear begg bender betzner bitner bolender bollinger bomberger
borton bowers bowman brackbill brechbill breneman brenneman briggs bright brooks brown brubacher
brubaker brunk bucher buckwalter burkholder burns byers campbell cartier choflet collard
collingsworth cook cooley cooper coughen crouthamel cruce dafoe daman damiant davis deihl
delgado denlinger depalmo devlin diehl duncan dunham dupuy eberly ebersole eby eicher eagle erb erisman
ernst eshelman evans everett eyer farner fink forsythe fox frantz freshley frost gardner gates
gearhart gehman george gingrich glancey glick good goodhart gordley goring grace graeff groff grove
gruen guthrie hackman hahn hall hamilton hardgrove hardy harmon harnish harrington harter hartigan
hawk haynes heestand heimbach hendrix herr hershey hertzler hess hewes high higley hinton hippensteel
hofer hoffman hoffstetter hollinger hoover horning horst hostetter huber hubert hursh hurst imler
isaacs jackson johnson jones kauffman kendig kettering kibler kilmer kinzer kitchen knupp krause kreider
kundig kurtz landis lane langsdale lapp lefever lefevre legron lehman lesher level lichty light line
livengod long longenecker loose martig martin mayer mccarrin mcdowell mcleod mercer metzler meyer
miller mitten mohler mohr moore mornhengwieg morris mosemann mountz moyer mumma mummah murison
murphy murray musser myers neff newcomer newswanger mickey nigh nissley nolt ober oberholtzer
oliver orsbirn osborn pancake patterson peachey pearsol penner pennock peters pfaltzgraff pifer pike
planchock porter powell ranck randall ray raymer reese reiff reist reiter rhoads richardson risser
ritter robertson rockwell rodgers rohrer royer rudy schell schenk schnebele schuyler scott seibert
sensenig sharick sharpe sheaffer shelly shenk sherk shirk shore shultz skiles smith snavely sneltzer
snyder stambaugh stauffer stevens stoffer stouffer strickler stroup stuart stutt summers summy
swartzendruber sweigart thomas tritt trump tyner wall walsh wanner ward weaver webb weber
wenger westover white wiancko wideman williams wissler witmer witwer wolf woods wyss yoder
zeiset zimmerman all told over 5 000 relations are mentioned including a substantial kinship report
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and complete index many of the prominent mennonite families of lancaster lebanon dauphin counties are
represented this is a wonderful pennsylvania dutch genealogy

Who was who in America 2010

h daniel zacharias presents a literary critical analysis of the gospel of matthew and its interaction
with davidic tradition and use of davidic typology throughout the narrative the evangelist makes
pervasive use of davidic tradition from the old testament in his portrayal of jesus this begins from the
first verse and the declaration that jesus is the son of david and culminates in jesus usage of psalm
22 s davidic lament on the cross davidic material is present throughout matthew in allusion in
specific citations in thematic material in addition matthew makes use of davidic typology numerous
times with david as type and jesus as anti type zacharias shows how the use of davidic material
presents to the reader a scripturally grounded redefinition of what it means for jesus to be the son of
david not as a violent militant leader as some expected but as a physical descendant of david a
healing shepherd and a humble king within the gospel matthew utilizes davidic typology to show how
the son of david even has similar experiences as his royal predecessor even david s own words from the
psalms are utilized as testimony to the legitimacy of jesus as the davidic messiah

Genealogies of the Potter Families and Their Descendants in America
to the Present Generation 1888

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 my father a
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chemist decided to start an ma business in the basement of our house in demarest new jersey it was a
difficult business and he was paid mostly on contingency he eventually moved the business out of the
house and it became successful 2 i majored in government at cornell university but became more
interested in economics after i interned at the office of economic analysis at the sec in washington i
wrote my thesis on the cyclical regulation of the u s airline industry 3 i began working at dlj in 1991
i did not understand the culture of the company and i spent weeks researching a company before meeting
with the executives to discuss the opportunity i would not know the answers to any of peter s
questions after a couple of years 4 i made the initial business plan on a napkin with jeff keswin i would
be the portfolio manager while he would be the marketer and business partner i did not know where i
would raise the initial capital but i thought we could start with 10 million my parents invested 500
000

Proceedings ... 1875

indexes over 270 000 scientists both living and dead whose names appeared in the first through the
fourteenth editions 1906 1979 entries refer to editions and sections

Jesus Christ as the Son of David in the Gospel of Mark 2019-05-30
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Rolls of the Soldiers in the Revolutionary War, 1775 to 1783
1904

History of Paris, Maine 1884

Annual Report, Treasurer of the State of New Jersey ... 1903

Documents of the Senate of the State of New York 1837

David in Luke-Acts 2007

Register of Retired Commissioned and Warrant Officers, Regular and
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